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Abstract—We study a formulation of separation
logic using capsules, a representation of the
state of a computation in higher-order program-
ming languages with mutable variables. We prove
soundness of the frame rule in this context and
investigate alternative formulations with weaker
side conditions.
I. INTRODUCTION
Capsules [8] give a simple and mathematically
appealing approach to semantics of higher-
order programs that is consistent with both
the functional and imperative paradigms. They
minimally extend the classical l-calculus to
allow mutable variables, thus enabling the con-
struction of certain coterms (inﬁnite terms) rep-
resenting recursive functions without the need
for ﬁxpoint combinators. They have a well-
deﬁned statically-scoped evaluation semantics,
are typable with simple types, and are Turing
complete.
Perhaps the most important aspect of cap-
sules is that their evaluation semantics cap-
tures static scoping without introducing cum-
bersome combinatorial machinery needed to
implement closures. Closures have been well
known since the earliest days of functional
programming. They were introduced to rectify
a bug1 in the original evaluation semantics of
LISP [12]. It is perhaps well understood that
static scoping corresponds to b-reduction with
safe substitution in the l-calculus, and that
closures correctly implement this, but there has
1subsequently upgraded to a feature, now known as
dynamic scoping
apparently never been a formal proof until
quite recently [8]. Capsules were the key in-
gredient that made this proof mathematically
tractable.
Capsules replace heaps, stores, stacks, and
pointers with the single mathematical concept
of variable binding, yet are equally expressive
and represent the same data dependencies and
liveness structure. In a sense, capsules are to
closures what graphs are to their adjacency list rep-
resentations. One would not reason mathemat-
ically about graphs in terms of their adjacency
list representations; neither should one reason
about the evaluation semantics of higher or-
der programs in terms of their implementa-
tions. With no side effects, l-calculus with b-
reduction is the model of choice, but it does
not allow for mutable variables.
Separation logic is a logic for the study of local-
ity and shared data. Introduced by Reynolds in
a series of lectures in the late 1990s, based on
an earlier idea of Burstall, separation logic has
been widely studied in the last decade [1], [6],
[14], [16], [20], [21]. The difﬁculties of reasoning
in the presence of heaps, stores, stacks, and
pointers are no more apparent than in this liter-
ature. Several papers [4], [5], [15], [24] cite noto-
riously thorny issues from dangling pointers to
arcane side conditions needed for soundness.
Reynolds himself acknowledged that his origi-
nal formulation of separation logic was ﬂawed
[21]. Chief among the difﬁculties is the issue of
catastrophic failure due to the dereferencing of
unbound variables or dangling pointers. There
seems to be an unspoken belief that this is anunavoidable aspect that must be confronted in
any realistic model of computation.
On the contrary, we believe that the essential
structure of separation is independent of these
encumbrances. It is our thesis that freedom
from catastrophic failure is the responsibility of
the programming language, not the logic. Cap-
sule semantics provides this assurance, even
in the presence of higher-order constructs and
mutable variables.
In this paper, we propose a semantics for sepa-
ration logic based on capsules. The formulation
works for higher-order programs with mutable
variables. In xIV we give the semantics and
prove the soundness of the frame rule in this
context. In xIV-D, we study the motivation
behind the nonstandard deﬁnition of partial
correctness preferred in much of the literature
of separation logic [5], [21] and investigate
alternatives. It is here that the advantages of
capsule semantics in the study of separation
can best be seen.
A. Related Work
There are two main differences between our
work and the previous work on separation
logic. In previous work, the authors usually
adopt either an imperative, C-style program-
ming language with low-level heap operations,
or a functional, ML-style programming lan-
guage with immutable variables and explicit
references. According to Mason and Talcott
[11], in functional languages there are two ap-
proaches to introducing objects with memory:
the LISP approach, where all variables are mu-
table, and the ML approach, where all variables
are immutable and references are introduced.
One of the reasons why the ML view is usu-
ally chosen for separation logic on functional
programs is that having immutable variables is
the only way to get a correct semantics based
on closures [18]. By using capsules instead, we
are able to use mutable variables in the style
of LISP.
The second main difference in this work is that
we insist that all capsule environments s are
closed, i.e., that every free variable appearing
in a s(x) should be deﬁned in s. To us, this
seems like a very natural thing. But as far as we
know, none of the previous work requires any-
thing like this. When using C-style languages
with an environment and a heap, writing down
a similar condition would require both the
environment and the heap, whereas the sepa-
ration logic deﬁnitions usually only use heaps.
Even Neelakantan Krishnaswami et al. [10],
though using an ML-style language, explicitly
say that they permit dangling pointers as long
as the pointers themselves are well typed. Note
that, if trying to relate the semantics of capsules
with, say, a more traditional semantics using
closures and a heap, the capsule environment
behaves like a heap rather than like an envi-
ronment in the traditional sense [7].
The original work on separation logic, sum-
marized by Reynolds [21], uses an imperative,
C-style programming language with low-level
commands and already gives a proof of a
version of the frame rule.
Our work is most closely related to work by
Krishnaswami, Birkedal, Aldrich and Reynolds
[9], [10], who give a separation logic for ML.
However, our system allows mutable variables
in the style of LISP, whereas theirs uses explicit
references allocated in an explicit heap.
Birkedal, Torp-Smith and Yang [3] also study
the frame rule in the context of a higher-
order language, idealized Algol extended with
heaps, but their stack variables are immutable
as well.
There has been some work on so-called higher-
order stores [2], [19], [22], where some code
can be stored in a heap cell. Because any l-
abstractions can be stored in the environment,
and executing some of them can have side-
effects, our setup naturally supports higher-
order stores.
2II. CAPSULE DEFINITIONS
In this section we brieﬂy review the deﬁnition
of capsules and their semantics from [8].
A. Syntax
Expressions Exp = fd,e,a,b,...g contain both
functional and imperative features. There is
an unlimited supply of variables x,y,z,... of
all (simple) types, as well as constants f,c,...
for primitive values. () is the only constant
of type unit, and true and false are the only
two constants of type bool. In the examples,
0,1,2,... are predeﬁned constants of type int.
In addition, there are functional features
 l-abstraction lx.e
 application (d e),
imperative features
 assignment x := e
 composition d;e
 conditional if b then d else e
 while loop while b do e,
and deﬁned expressions
 let x = d in e (lx.e) d
 letrec x = d in e let x = a in x := d;e
where a is any expression of the appropriate
type. The technique for formation of recursive
functions in the last deﬁnition is known as
Landin’s knot.
Let Var be the set of variables, Const the set of
constants, and l-Abs the set of l-abstractions.
Given an expression e, let FV(e) denote the set
of free variables of e. Given a partial function
h : Var * Var such that FV(e)  domh, let h(e)
be the expression e where every instance of a
free variable x 2 FV(e) has been replaced by
the variable h(x). Thus h : Exp * Exp is the
unique homomorphic extension of h : Var *
Var. Given two partial functions g and h, g  h
denotes their composition: g  h(x) = g(h(x)).
Given a function h, we write h[x/v] the func-
tion such that h[x/v](y) = h(y) for y 6= x and
h[x/v](x) = v. Given an expression e, we write
e[x/y] for the expression e with y substituted
for all free occurrences of x.
Types a, b,... are ordinary simple types built
inductively from an unspeciﬁed family of base
types, including at least unit and bool, and
the usual function type constructor !. All
constants c of the language have a type type(c);
by convention, we use c for a constant of a
base type and f for a constant of a functional
type. G is a type environment, a partial function
Var * Type. As is standard, we write G,x : a
for the typing environment G where x has been
bound or rebound to a. The typing rules are
standard:
G ` c : a if type(c) = a G,x : a ` x : a
G,x : a ` e : b
G ` lx.e : a ! b
G ` d : a ! b G ` e : a
G ` (d e) : b
G ` x : a G ` e : a
G ` x := e : unit
G ` d : unit G ` e : a
G ` d;e : a
G ` b : bool G ` d : a G ` e : a
G ` if b then d else e : a
G ` b : bool G ` e : unit
G ` while b do e : unit
Henceforth all the expressions we consider will
be assumed to be well-typed with respect to
these rules.
An expression is irreducible if it is either a
constant or a l-abstraction. Note that variables
are not irreducible. Let Irred = Const + l-Abs
denote the set of irreducible terms. (These are
often called values in the l-calculus literature,
but we avoid this terminology here because
it is misleading, as they are not values in the
intuitive sense.)
A capsule environment is a partial function s :
Var * Irred satisfying the following closure
3condition:
8x 2 doms FV(s(x))  doms.
This says that all free variables appearing in
expressions s(x) must also be bound to an
expression. Thus free variables are not really
free; every variable in s either occurs in the
scope of a l or is bound by s to an expres-
sion. There may be circularities; this enables a
representation of recursive functions.
The closure of a set A  doms with respect to
s, denoted cls(A), is the smallest set B contain-
ing A such that if x 2 B then FV(s(x))  B.
It is the domain of the least-deﬁned capsule
environment whose domain contains A and
that agrees with s on its domain.
A capsule is a pair he, si, where e is an ex-
pression and s is a capsule environment, such
that FV(e)  doms. As above, every variable
appearing in he, si either occurs in the scope
of a l or is bound by s to an expression. These
conditions preclude catastrophic failure due to
access of unbound variables.
The term a-conversion refers to the renaming
of bound variables. With a capsule he, si, this
can happen in two ways. The traditional form
maps a subterm lx.d to ly.d[x/y], provided
y would not be captured in d. We call this a-
conversion of the ﬁrst kind. One can also rename
a variable x 2 doms and all free occurrences of
x in e and s(z) for z 2 doms to y, provided y 62
doms already and y would not be captured. We
call this a-conversion of the second kind.
B. Semantics
Capsule evaluation semantics looks very much
like the original evaluation semantics of LISP,
with the added twist that a fresh variable is
substituted for the parameter in b-reductions.
The relevant small-step rule is
h(lx.e v), si ! he[x/y], s[y/v]i (y fresh)
In the original evaluation semantics of LISP,
the right-hand side is he, s[x/v]i, which gives
dynamic scoping. As proved in [8], this simple
change faithfully models b-reduction with safe
substitution in the l-calculus, providing static
scoping without closures.
Another evaluation rule of particular note is
the assignment rule:
hx := v, si ! h(), s[x/v]i
where v is irreducible. The closure conditions
on capsules ensure that x must already be
bound in s. The variable x is rebound to the
irreducible expression v.
Other small-step rules are
hx, si ! hs(x), si
hf c, si ! hf(c), si
h();e, si ! he, si
hif true then d else e, si ! hd, si
hif false then d else e, si ! he, si
hwhile b do e, si !
hif b then (e;while b do e) else (), si
There are also context rules that deﬁne a stan-
dard shallow applicative-order (leftmost inner-
most, call-by-value) evaluation strategy. The
reduction rules preserve types and cannot fail
catastrophically. Thus every computation ei-
ther continues forever or terminates with a
well-typed ﬁnal capsule hv, si, where v is ir-
reducible.
The relation
 ! is the reﬂexive transitive clo-
sure of !.
See [8] for several examples that illustrate how
the system manages recursive functions, static
scoping, and garbage collection.
C. Assertions
Assertions P,Q,... are statements in some log-
ical system, possibly with free variables in Var.
We write FV(P) for the set of free variables of
P. These variables are subject to interpretation
provided by a capsule environment s.
4The exact nature of the underlying logic is
unimportant—it could be propositional, ﬁrst
order, second order or higher order—but we
do require a few basic properties common to
standard logical systems. There must be a well-
deﬁned satisfaction relation j= such that s j= P
has a truth value when the free variables of P
are interpreted by the capsule environment s.
Use of the metaexpression s j= P carries the
tacit assumption that FV(P)  doms. We will
augment the logic with the separation logic op-
erators  and   (deﬁned later in xIV). Finally,
we require the following (natural) property
to hold: if s j= P, and z 2 doms   FV(P),
then z can be renamed via a-conversion of the
second kind without affecting the truth of P.
In examples, we will use ﬁrst order logic with
 and  , and equality on base types.
III. PARTIAL CORRECTNESS
The traditional deﬁnition of partial correctness
and the deﬁnition used in the literature on sep-
aration logic diverge in a subtle and interesting
way. The difference hinges on whether the
precondition is required to assert the absence
of catastrophic failure due to dangling pointers
or lookup of unbound variables; this is the
abort condition of Reynolds [21] or the fault
condition of Calcagno, O’Hearn, and Yang
[5]. Our view, however, is that avoidance of
catastrophic failure is the responsibility of the
programming language semantics, not the pro-
gram logic, and capsules do just that. Can this
condition then be eliminated? In this section
we shed some light on this question.
Let P,Q be assertions and e a program. At
issue is the meaning of the partial correctness
assertion fPg e fQg. Consider the following
three metastatements, each parameterized by
a closed environment s:
(As) s j= P
(Bs) FV(e)  doms
(Cs) if he, si
 ! hv, ti and v is irreducible, then
t j= Q.
Statement (As) entails FV(P)  doms, be-
cause the deﬁnition of j= does not make sense
without it. More strongly, cls(FV(P))  doms,
since s is closed. Statement (Bs) is equivalent
to the assertion that he, si is a valid capsule.





in place of (Bs). Here he, si need not be a valid
capsule. The semantics of capsule evaluation
already precludes abort, thus (B0
s) is always
true if he, si is a capsule; that is, (Bs) implies
(B0
s).
Now consider the following potential interpre-
tations of fPg e fQg.
fPg e fQg , 8s (As)^ (Bs) ) (Cs) (1)
fPg e fQg , 8s (As) ) (Bs)^ (Cs) (2)
Deﬁnition (1) says that if the precondition P
holds of the input state s and the evaluation
of he, si terminates normally, then the out-
put state t satisﬁes the postcondition Q. This
is the naive interpretation used in traditional
forms of Hoare logic. Alternatively, the version
preferred in the literature on separation logic
would be (2), the difference being that the
precondition P must ensure that the evaluation
of he, si cannot terminate abnormally.
Reynolds’s version [21] is actually slightly
weaker, using (B0
s) instead of (Bs):
fPg e fQg , 8s (As) ) (B0
s)^ (Cs) (3)
However, the difference is inconsequential: if
fPg e fQg holds in the sense of (3) but not (2),
then there exists a variable x 2 FV(e)   doms
for some s satisfying P, and consequently x 2
FV(e)   cls(FV(P)); but by (B0
s), x can never
be referenced or assigned in the evaluation of
he, si. Thus the presence or absence of x in the
domain of s affects neither the truth of P nor
the evaluation of he, si.
But there is a much more important beneﬁt to
(2) over (3). Consider the metastatement
5(B) FV(e)  FV(P).
A consequence of (2) is that (As) implies (Bs)
for all s. If P is satisﬁable at all, say by some
s, then (B) must hold, since variables in doms
not occurring free in P can be renamed (by
an a-conversion of the second kind—see xII-A)
without affecting the truth of P. Thus (2) holds
with (B) in place of (Bs). Moreover, since (B) is
independent of s, assuming P is satisﬁable at
all, (2) is equivalent to the deﬁnition
fPg e fQg , (B)^ (8s (As) ) (Cs)) (4)
Note that, unlike (Bs) and (B0
s), the condition
(B) is syntactically checkable, thus suitable as
a side condition in a rule of inference. If we
like, we may remove the condition (B) in the
deﬁnition of fPgefQg and instead introduce it
as a side condition in the frame rule. However,
can it be eliminated entirely? That is, is the
formulation (1) sound? We show in xIV-D that
it is not. In fact, even only slightly weaker
forms of the side condition (B) do not sufﬁce
for soundness.
IV. CAPSULES AND SEPARATION LOGIC
A. Deﬁnitions
Here is our semantics for separation logic in
terms of capsules. Call closed environments s
and t independent and write s ? t if their
domains are disjoint. Deﬁne s + t to be the
join of s and t, provided they are independent.
That is,




s(x), if x 2 doms,
t(x), if x 2 domt,
undeﬁned, otherwise.
Deﬁne separating conjunction by
s j= P  Q
if there exist s1 and s2 such that s = s1 + s2,
s1 j= P, and s2 j= Q. Deﬁne separating implica-
tion by
s j= P   Q
if s+t j= Q whenever t j= P and s+t exists.
It is easily seen that capsule environments form
a separation algebra in the sense of [5] under
these deﬁnitions. That is, the structure
(fcapsule environmentsg, +, ?)
is a cancellative partial commutative monoid.
This means that + is a commutative and as-
sociative partial binary operation with identity
? satisfying the cancellative property: the partial
function + is injective in each variable. The
relation s ? t holds if and only if s + t is
deﬁned.
It follows from results of [5] that separating
conjunction  and separating implication  
satisfy the usual intuitionistic relationship: For
all closed s such that FV(P) [ FV(Q) [
FV(R)  doms,
s j= (P  Q)   R , s j= P   (Q   R).
Other axioms of separation logic mentioned in
[21] are also easily checked:
(P _ Q)  R , (P  R) _ (Q  R)
(P ^ Q)  R ) (P  R) ^ (Q  R)
(9x P)  Q , 9x (P  Q) (x 62 FV(Q))
(8x P)  Q ) 8x (P  Q) (x 62 FV(Q)).
B. The Frame Rule
The soundness of the frame rule was ﬁrst
proved in [24] for the heap model of com-
putation. Our proof is essentially the same as
the one given in [21], but somewhat shorter
due to the simpliﬁcations afforded by capsule
semantics.
Lemma 4.1: If
he, s1 + s2i
 ! he, ti
and FV(e)  doms1 (that is, he, s1i is a cap-
sule), then for some t1, he, s1i
 ! he, t1i and
t = t1 + s2.
Proof: By induction on the derivation.
None of the small-step evaluation rules listed
6in xII-B access any variable outside the domain
of s1 except for fresh variables introduced in
the application rule. In particular, the environ-
ment s2 is not touched during the evaluation.
Theorem 4.2: Under capsule semantics, the
frame rule
fPg e fQg
fP  Rg e fQ  Rg
is sound with respect to deﬁnition (2) or (4) of
partial correctness assertions. Equivalently, the
frame rule is sound with respect to deﬁnition
(1) of partial correctness assertions in the pres-
ence of the side condition FV(e)  FV(P).
Proof: As argued in xIII, in all cases we can
assume FV(e)  FV(P). Suppose fPg e fQg.
Let s j= P  R. Then s = s1 + s2 with s1 j= P
and s2 j= R. Then FV(R)  doms2 and
FV(e)  FV(P)  doms1, therefore he, s1i is a
valid capsule. Since he, si
 ! hv, ti, by Lemma
4.1 there exists t1 such that he, s1i
 ! hv, t1i
and t = t1 +s2, and t1 j= Q by the premise of
the rule. Thus t j= Q  R.
C. Discussion
Calcagno, O’Hearn, and Yang [5] argue that the
soundness of the frame rule for a given evalu-
ation semantics is equivalent to the following
two properties.
Safety Monotonicity: If he, s0i is safe and s =
s0 + s1, then he, si is safe.
Frame Property: If he, s0i is safe, s = s0 + s1,
and he, si
 ! he, s0i, then there exists s0
0 such
that s0 = s0
0 + s1 and he, s0i
 ! he, s0
0i.
(Here we are allowing he, si to violate the
closure conditions in the deﬁnition of capsules,
and safe means that (B0
s) holds.) In their words,
“The ﬁrst condition says that if a state has
enough resources for safe execution of a com-
mand, then so do superstates. The second con-
dition says that if a state has enough resources
for the command to execute safely, then execu-
tion on any bigger state can be tracked back to
the small state.”
With capsules, the safety monotonicity prop-
erty is vacuously true, and the frame property
reduces to Lemma 4.1.
D. Alternative Conditions
Recall from xIII the side condition
(B) FV(e)  FV(P),
for which the frame rule with semantics (1)
for partial correctness assertions is sound.
One might ask whether there is a weaker
side condition that sufﬁces for soundness. In
this section we show that there is not much
hope.
The frame rule as stated by Reynolds has a
side condition, which says that “no variable
occurring free in R is modiﬁed by e” [21].
A literal formulation of the side condition in
terms of capsules is
(C) AV(e) \ FV(R) = ?,
where AV(e), the assigned variables of e, is the
set of x 2 FV(e) having a free occurrence on
the left-hand side of an assignment :=. This is
a bit confusing, because (C) seems to serve no
purpose:
Theorem 4.3:
(a) Under semantics (2) of partial correctness
assertions, the side condition (C) in the
frame rule is redundant.
(b) Under semantics (1) of partial correctness
assertions, the frame rule with side con-
dition (C) is not sound.
Proof: First (a). As argued in xIII, semantics
(2) is equivalent to semantics (1) with side
condition (B), provided P is satisﬁable at all.
We show that in all such nontrivial instances,
(C) is subsumed by (B).
7Suppose s j= P  R. Then
s = s1 + s2 s1 j= P s2 j= R.
By (B), we have
AV(e)  FV(e)  FV(P)  doms1
and also
FV(R)  doms2 doms1 \ doms2 = ?,
therefore (C) holds.
For (b), we give a counterexample to sound-
ness. Let s consist of the bindings
s(f) = l().x s(x) = 2.
Let R = R(f) be the assertion f() = 2. Let
e be the program x := 3. Let P = Q = true.
The corresponding instance of the frame rule
is
ftrueg x := 3ftrueg
ftrue  f() = 2g x := 3ftrue  f() = 2g
The premise ftrueg x := 3ftrueg holds, but the
conclusion does not. We have
s j= true  f() = 2,
where s = ? + s, ? j= true, and s j= f() = 2
and ? is the empty environment. The program
e does not assign to f, the only variable free
in R, yet it indirectly alters the value of f by
assigning a new value to x, making R false.
We remark that Theorem 4.3(b) holds not just
for capsules, but for any programming lan-
guage with records, arrays, objects, pointers,
or any form of aliasing whatsoever.
The problem at ﬁrst seems to be that it is not
enough to say that no variable in FV(R) may be
modiﬁed by e; we must ensure that no variable
in the closure of FV(R) may be modiﬁed by e,
so that e cannot even indirectly alter R. This is
the condition
(B1) 8s s j= P  R ) AV(e) \ cls(FV(R)) = ?
which is not expressible by any syntactic prop-
erty of e, P, Q, and R.
But even this is not enough for soundness.
Condition (B1) is implied by the very strong
syntactic property
(B2) AV(e)  FV(P)
which is only slightly weaker than (B). It as-
serts that all free variables assigned by e are
mentioned by P. Nevertheless, even (B2) is
not enough for soundness. At ﬁrst this may
seem quite counterintuitive, because (B2) im-
plies that starting in any state satisfying P  R,
e cannot change any variable in the closure of
FV(R), therefore cannot affect the truth of R.
We state it as a theorem.
Theorem 4.4: The frame rule under semantics
(1) for partial correctness assertions with side
condition (B2) is not sound.
Proof: Let s consist of the bindings
s(g) = lx.2 s(f) = l().3.
Let R = R(f) be the assertion f() = 3. Let e be
the program
g := lx.if x = 1 then f() else 2.
Let P and Q both be the assertion g(0) = 2.
The corresponding instance of the frame rule
is
fg(0) = 2g e fg(0) = 2g
fg(0) = 2 f() = 3g e fg(0) = 2 f() = 3g
The premise fg(0) = 2g e fg(0) = 2g holds, as
does the side condition (B2), since
AV(e) = fgg = FV(P).
However, the conclusion does not. We
have
s j= g(0) = 2 f() = 3,
where s = s1 + s2, doms1 = fgg, doms2 =
ffg, s1 j= g(0) = 2, and s2 j= f() = 3.
However, after execution of the program e,
the resulting environment binds g to a term
containing a free occurrence of f, so g and f
cannot be separated.
8V. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
We were motivated to undertake this study
in response to an anonymous review of [8]
claiming that capsules “contradict the insights
of separation logic which has been extensively
researched for the last decade.” We hope that
we have convinced the reader that there is
no contradiction whatsoever—in fact quite the
opposite! Capsules provide a novel perspective
on separation logic, because they capture the
same locality and persistence structure as tra-
ditional heap models, but in a simpler, more
mathematically tractable framework. We feel
that this has great potential for enhancing the
understanding of separation by allowing re-
search to focus on the essentials.
We have only begun to scratch the surface
in this work. We would like to investigate
other structures that have arisen in the study
of separation logic to see whether capsules
can contribute there as well. The preliminary
results of this paper leave us optimistic.
In particular, higher-order separation logic [1]
proposes to use the much more powerful
higher-order logic in predicates. Nested Hoare
triples [22] are a neat idea to specify code
stored in the heap. The anti-frame rule [17],
[23] presents a very interesting way of mod-
eling hidden state. Finally, we would like to
study the concurrency rule [13] in the context
of capsules.
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